
Good on you for being proactive in the care of your 
pup.  We know that this is a great package to give 
you peace of mind and much pleasure with your    

precious pup. 

____________________________ 

At Busselton Vet Hospital, we believe that we have a 
duty to encourage and strengthen the human-animal 

bond between pets and their owners so they can  
enjoy a close, long and loving relationship to the 

benefit of all.  

The most wonderful thing about dogs is their  

variety! The different shapes, sizes, and        

colours that we see is almost limitless. Every dog 
and every puppy is different and unique!  

We also know that some breeds are more likely to 
have some inherited problems than other breeds. 
Just so you can be sure, each pup will be checked 

for potential inherited problems it could have.  

 You’ll get peace of mind, and the best advice.  

If we find an issue, together we can manage this 
before it can become a BIG problem.  

 

60 Bussell Hwy, Busselton. WA 6280 

    Ph: 9752 1433   Email: bsnvet@bsnvet.net.au  

Prices may change after time of printing. Always check with our staff for the correct 
current price.  All listed procedures MUST be carried out during the year of      

membership (de-sexing before 12 months).                                                                         
Any outstanding procedures will expire at the Renewal date.  

What’s next?  
At their next vaccination, when they are a 

year old, you can keep them covered by our 
Healthy Pets 4 Life Adult packages!   

Peace of mind for life! 

Join the Family : Enjoy the Freedom 

Questions? 
You will very likely find that your puppy will 

end up doing something that you are          
completely mystified by. That’s OK! If you ever 

have questions about your puppy’s                 
development or behaviour or any general  

concerns, you are more than welcome to call, 
or email us to ask.  

There is no such thing as a silly question,     
especially when asking about a loved pup! 



Did you know that dogs age at a MUCH faster rate 
than we do?   

By the time our puppies are 1 year old they have 
already gone through baby, toddler, child and      
puberty stages making them boisterous early 
teenagers! There are so many changes that      

happen in this first year of life that need to be 
checked so that our pups really can be  

“Healthy Pets 4 Life”  

Regular visits help cover all the bases and 
we take the stress of worry off of you. 

 Vaccinations are amazingly effective at       
preventing  your puppy from catching lethal 
infectious diseases.  They will be done at the 
right time to protect your precious pup! 

 
 Bones and joints grow fast in pups, especially 

large breeds. Stop small issues becoming BIG 
problems with a Growing Puppy Joint check at 
4 months of age.  

 
 Puppies have 28 baby teeth. They lose all 

these and get 42 new adult teeth between 3 
and 6 months of age! No wonder they chew 
like crazy! Are the teeth coming out in the 
right spot, are the numbers right? Our pups 
need a Growing Puppy Teething check  at 5 
months of age to be sure! 

 

 

 No one likes the thought of creepy crawly 
fleas  which is why we use Bravecto , a tasty, 
chewy tablet to kill fleas for 3 months at a 
time! 

 Even worse are those wriggly worms!            
Milbemax are great tablets, small and easy 
to use, to get rid of ALL those tummy worms.  

 Heartworm is a tricky bug, you can’t see it in 
their poo, it’s hidden in their blood vessels! 
Proheart injection protects against these 
gross guys for up to a year at a time without 
the worry of forgetting their dose! 

 
 Desexing helps virtually all pet dogs become 

easier to manage. No need to worry about 
the girls coming on-heat and making a mess 
or attracting unwanted attention! Boys will 
have less aggression towards other dogs and 
be easier to walk and handle. There are also 
many other benefits to having your pup      
desexed—just ask if you’d like to know more. 

 

Age Visits Puppy pampering points. 

 10 weeks 1 Examination & vaccination  + flea and worm treatments.  

 3 months 2 Nurse Weigh in & flea and worm treatments.  

 4 months 3 Weigh in & Growing Puppy Joint check + worming.  

 5 months 4 Weigh in & Growing Puppy Teething check + worming. 

 6 months 5 Weigh in &  Proheart Injection + flea and worm treatments. 

   Desexing surgery (castration or spey If included). 

 9 months 6 Nurse weigh in & flea and worm treatments.  

 12 months 7 Nurse weigh in & flea and worm treatments.  

Additional procedures such as X-Rays or dental work or consultations and treatments for other conditions are not included in this package.  

BEST Baby Pack 

No desexing included  

BONUS Baby Pack 

Desexing is included  

BOYS and GIRLS BOYS GIRLS 

$699 $799 Only $549 


